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AR in the Ottoman Empire

T
he Ottoman Empire has its origin in the late 13th century, and it controlled a huge swath of
territory by the 16–17th century. But its decline began in the mid-18th century, eventually
resulting in its complete collapse after World War i, formally in 1923, with the independence of

the newly formed Republic of Turkey, under Atatürk.
From the late 19th century on, there were numerous foreign offices in major cities, such as Con-

stantinople and Smyrna. ar mail through foreign offices will be treated in the country represented
rather than here (thus ar forms and covers mailed at bpo Smyrna are in the uk exhibit, not here; sim-
ilarly, occupied Cilicia ar is in the French exhibit). As a result, this is a micro-exhibit. Nonetheless,
there are ar forms (one pre-Vienna, one post-), and Vienna and post-Vienna ar covers.

[m, 342] showswhat is probably a 1906 provisional ar covering envelope (I don't have any)—possible
doubt arises from the wording, accusé de réception, rather than avis; while they are sometimes used
interchangeably, the former is normally used in a different context ( J'accuse réception de votre lettre . . . is
often the first line of a formal business letter).

On the basis of the one pre-Vienna item (I have seen others), payment of the ar fee was on the form.
On the basis of one form and a number of covers, post-Vienna, ar was paid on the registered cover.

Alexios Papadopoulos provided a number of helpful comments.
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Ottoman Empire AR: micro-exhibit synopsis

2
ar forms (one pre-Vienna, the other post-Vienna). Two Vienna period ar covers, and six post-Vienna. No
covering envelopes; they probably did not produce any ar cards. The highlight is the 1884 ar form.



Ottoman Empire international AR service
AR forms, pre-Vienna

Constantinople to Venice, 1884. Nonstandard RÉCEPISSE DE RETOUR. French and Ottoman Turkish.
• 1 Piastre stamp applied, pays ar fee • possibly returned as folded letter sheet



Post-Vienna

Scutari (Constantinople) to Shanghai, 19??. There is a printed 19 in the date area. Entirely in French.
• no stamp applied • unsigned • returned as folded letter sheet



AR covers, Vienna period

Sivas (central Turkey) via Galata (Constantinople) to Paris, forwarded to Marseille region, 1897. Standard Ottoman rectangular
ar handstamp. Rated 3 Piastres, one each for upu letter rate, registration, and ar.

Monastir (now Bitola in the Republic of Macedonia) to Domanovic (Herzgovina, Austrian Empire; under military rule), double rate
1898. Standard Ottoman rectangular ar handstamp. Rated 4 Piastres, double upu rate.



AR covers, post-Vienna

Hereke (near Constantinople; famous for its carpets) to Esine (Brescia, Italy), 1902. Standard Ottoman rectangular ar handstamp.
Rated 3 Piastres, one each for upu letter rate, registration, and ar.



Iraq, under Ottoman rule
Iraq was under Ottoman rule from the 17th century to 1917, when it was captured by the British. It had been under
siege for at least a year, which may explain why this letter took over three months to get to its destination.

Baghdad to Bridgewood (NJ), 6 March 1916. Ms A.R. Rated 3 Piastres, one each for upu letter rate, registration, and ar.
Censored in Istanbul. Arrived in New York 23 June 1916.



AR covers

Istanbul to Berlin,
1916. Faint rect-
angular Turkiye
ARhandstamp.
Rated 3,30Piastres:
50 paras for each
of registration,
ar, and upu
letter rate. Ot-
toman censor.

Samatya (Constantinople) to Bern,
1917. Standard Ottoman ar
handstamp.
Rated 2 Piastres, 20 para, ap-

parently missing the ar fee.
Ottoman censorship.



AR covers

Two covers, Smyrna to
Switzerland, single and
double, 1917. Topwith
handmadeAR, bottom
with standardOttoman
ar handstamp.
Top rated 3 Piastres,

30 para (ar, registra-
tion, and single upu
letter rate, each 50 p
= 1 P, 10 p), bottom rated
4 P, 20 p (extraweight
30 p).
Both subject to Ot-

toman censorship.
Top one has Smyrna

registration label, bot-
tom one, a registra-
tion handstamp.



Greece

G
reece achieved independence from the Ottoman Empire in the late 1820s. During the Balkan
Wars (1912–13), it acquired more territory. During and after the first world war, it lost almost
a million people at Ottoman hands.

I know very little about Greek ar service. I haven't found any material myself prior to 1918, but
1893 and 1912 ar covers are shown in [m, 334]. In any event, Greek ar material is very difficult to find
(and should be especially scarce during the 1910s).

Despite this, I managed to find three ar forms (1926–33; this is well after the date most countries
had replaced forms by cards), one of which was sent by the famous Greek photographer Nelly's. By
1939, Greece had switched to ar cards, but these are very difficult to find. Covers (at least in the period
between the wars) are more readily available, but they tend to have blurred datestamps (so it becomes
difficult to determine the year). Fortunately, the rates are fairly straightforward. I also managed to
find a 1935 réclamation form.

Based on the forms, cards, and covers, the ar fee was paid on the form or card, not on the registered
item in the post-Vienna period.
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Greek AR: micro-exhibit synopsis

O
rganized, as usual, by ar forms, covering envelopes, cards, and covers; all the material shown (and that
I could find) is post-Vienna. In this period, stamps paying the ar fee were applied to the ar form.

ar forms Three forms 1926–33, one of which was sent by Nelly's (the reason for the apostrophe is unclear).

ar covering envelopes Two, dated 1922, 1923, both to the u s, one just a sheet of line paper glued tomake an envelope.

ar cards Greece introduced ar cards much later than almost everyone else, and these are difficult to find. There
is a 1939 example, and a 1955 example returned by air.

ar covers Various ar covers, 1918–39. One, from a town acquired by Greece in 1919, having an Ottoman-style
upu ar handstamp.

Réclamation A 1933 example for a registered letter mailed to the u s.



Greek international AR service
AR forms (post-Vienna)
Greece used forms to at least 1933, well beyond the 1921–22 date at which most entities switched to cards.

Returned to Thessalonika (Salonica) from Beograd (Serbia), 1926.

• ar fee paid on form, 2,50Drachma • returned under cover



Greek AR form
An ar form sent by Nelly's (cryptic pseudonym of Elli Sougioultzoglou-Seraidari, 1899–1998; she actually went by
the name Nelly, but wrote her name with the apostrophe). She was a famous photographer, sometimes known as the
Greek Leni Riefenstahl; despite this, she lived in NewYork 1939–1966. The signatory, Franz Fiedler, was her mentor
(1919–24), and was fairly well known as a photographer.

Returned to Athens from Dresden, 1929. The form has been incorrectly filled out; Nelly's is given in the destination line,
and the recipient of the registered letter, Franz Fielder, is given in the sent by line.

• ar fee paid on form, 4Drachma • form printed 28 7 28 • returned under cover



Greek AR form

Returned to Athens from Bucharest (Romania), 1933. This form strongly resembles an ar card, except that it is somewhat
larger, and on paper.

• ar fee paid on form, 10Drachma (at a time when registration was 8Δρ) • returned under cover



Greek AR covering envelopes

Very provisional, Kalloni to Springfield (MA) 1922. A green lined-paper sheet has been folded and glued into an envelope.
Kalloni is a small town on the island of Lesbos.

Athens to Annapolis (MD), 1923. This is not itself registered, but refers to registered item #8302.



Greek AR cards

Athens to Paris, 1939. Payment of 8Drachma ar fee.

Athens to Cleveland, return by air, 1955. Paid 2,50Δρ—which
only represents the ar fee (in effect July 1953–April 1955),
but not the return by air fee.



Greek AR covers

Athens to Paris, censored, 1918(?). Ms A R. Rated 25 lepta for each of registration and upu letter rate (ar fee paid on the
form). Overprinted stamps issued 1916, rates increased before July 1921, Greek censorship continued to at least 1922.
The year in all the postmarks is unclear, but 1918 is as good as any.

Peiraeus to Leipzig, 1923–25(?). Large hs A R. Rated 2Drachma for each of registration and upu letter rate (ar fee paid on
the form); in effect 1923–25. All postmarks have unclear year dates.



Greek AR cover

Komotini to Marseille, 16 October 1926. The large A.R. handstamp (partially covered by the registration label) is one of
the standard types in use in the Ottoman Empire. Komotini had been under Ottoman control until 1913, when it was
captured by Bulgaria; it became part of Greece only in 1919.

Rated 3Drachma for each of registration and upu letter rate (ar fee paid on the form).

Addressed to the Marquis de Crèvecoeur, it bounced around Marseille and district for a while. The text, Delais de
garde expirés à représenter, is repeated; I think this means that the time limit for keeping it has expired.



Greek AR covers

Athens to Cincinati, triple, 1928. Boxed hs A R. Paid 12,80Drachma, made up
from 4Δρ for each of registration and first letter rate, and 2,40Δρ for
each additional weight.

Athens to Harrison (NY), 1928. Same hs. Rated 4Drachma for each of registration and upu letter rate.



Greek AR covers

Thessaloniki (Salonica) to the President of the u s, triple, 1930. Ms AR. Paid
12,80Drachma, made up from 4Δρ for each of registration and first let-
ter rate, and 2,40Δρ for each additional weight. Sinistrés does not mean
left-handers (except if their right arm was blown off), but instead those
who were seriously injured.

Athens to the Orthodox Patriarch in Jerusalem, 1938. Hs AR in rounded box. Rated 8Drachma for each of registration and
upu letter rate. Greek censorship. Pure semi-postals (50 lepta each) attached at bottom. Pronoia literally means care.



Greek AR cover

Athens to Oakland (CA), 16 October 1940. Boxed rectangular AVIS DE RECEPTION handstamp. Rated 8Drachma for each of
registration and surface rate (up to 20 g), double air mail supplement at 28Δρ per 5 g, and 1Δρ social welfare tax (ar
fee paid on the card). Greek currency control. Explanation and images courtesy of Alexios Papadopoulos



Réclamation

Athens to Riverside (CA), 16 December 1935. Fee of 12Δρ (when the ar fee was 8Δρ). For a letter mailed 3 June; the letter
had been delivered on 21 June. At 85%.



AR in Bulgaria

B
ulgaria was under Ottoman rule 1396–1878, after which it became autonomous, but not in-
dependent; the latter only happened in 1908. It guessed wrong in both world wars. It was a
communist dictatorship 1945–90.

Bulgaria used a purple ar etiquette, at least during the Vienna period, and probably for a while
longer. I could not find any ar forms in the Vienna period; but forms were in use until at least 1949;
ar cards were introduced some time in the interval 1950–58. I found no covering envelopes. There
isn't much Bulgarian ar material, but what there is, is interesting.

At least in the post-Vienna period, the ar fee was paid on the form (later, on the card), not the
registered letter.
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AR in Bulgaria: micro-exhibit synopsis

F
our ar forms 1926–49, one of which is still attached to the registered cover. No ar covering envelopesOne ar
card. The highlight is an 1896 postcard sent with ar, with the message written in Ladino. There is another
1896 ar postcard, and then a 1929 ar cover.



Bulgaria AR service
AR forms

Post-Vienna period
Bulgaria continued to use ar forms (as opposed to cards) at least into the 1950s.

Returned to Sofia fromDebar (then in Serbia, now an Albanian-
speaking city in the Republic of North Macedonia), 1926. In
Albanian, it was known as (big) Dibra, which is what the
sender wrote. Form strongly resembles contemporary
ar cards.

• 6 Leva ar fee paid in stamps (overprinted 3 LEVA)

• form printed 1925

• returned as folded letter sheet (?)



AR form

Returned to Stara-Zagora from Munich, 1931 (86%).

• 6LEVA ar fee paid with stamp

• form printed 1925

• returned as folded letter sheet



AR form

Returned to Roussé (Ruse) from Bucharest (Romania), 1933.

• 7LEVA ar (fee increased during 1932–33) • form printed 1931 • returned as folded letter sheet (?)

Stamped byHotel Stanescu,
and signed by postman
(factor).



AR form still attached to cover
Only a faint pencilled AR marking on the cover

Varna to Des Moines (IA), 1949. As there are no return to sender markings, the registered letter was delivered without
removing the ar form. Rated: 20 lev ar fee, on the form; 20LV registration, 20LV surface (per 20 g), and double 35LV

airmail to u s (per 5 g). Ms 10 g (10 g) indicates weight.



AR card
Bulgaria finally switched to ar cards, sometime in (1949–58).

Returned from Moscow to Sofia, by air, 1959. 1 lev ar fee, no additional charge for return by airmail. Card printed 1958.



AR covers

Vienna period
Bulgaria used an attractive violet ar etiquette. Themessage on this card is in Ladino, and what little of it is understood,
refers to a wedding.

Postcard, Karnobat to Cairo, returned to sender, 1896. Rated 10 Stotinski international postcard rate, and 25 STOT for each of
registration and ar.

Mailed from Karnobat 29 April; carried on the Bourgas-Sofia travelling post office (rpo), then on another rpo,
Sofia–Harmanli (now in Bulgaria, but then in the Ottoman Empire), 12May (Bulgaria used the Julian calender, and did
not switch to Gregorian until 1916). Received in Cairo 21May; red octogonal BUREAU DES REBUTS/EGYPTE handstamp
applied 5 July. Blurred NON-RECLAMÉ handstamp, undated but signed, likely applied at the same time as the Cairo
datestamp of 31 July. The final datestamp is that of Karnobat on reverse, 2August. Also a red ms Cyrillic Karnobat.

The message is written in Osmanlica (Ottoman Turkish script), but the language is Ladino (Spanish-based language
of the descendants of exiled Spanish Jewry). Only a few phrases of the message have been translated.



Another postcard

Postcard, Bourgas to Vienna, returned to sender, 15 February 1896 (Julian). Rated 10 Stotinski international postcard rate,
and 25 STOT for each of registration and ar.

Mailed from Bourgas (the district containing Karnobat!), arrived in Vienna 3 February (Gregorian), and promptly
returned to sender (arrived back in Bourgas, 22 February), with the comments applied in Vienna, (address) n'existe pas
(doesn't exist) and Retour.

The card, intended for domestic use, commemorates the conversion of crown prince Boris (later Boris iii) from
Catholicism to Eastern Orthodoxy, 2 February 1896, to appeal to Russia (none of his other offspring were converted).



AR cover, post-Vienna

Karnobat (again) to Silivri (near Istanbul), 1929. Ms AR. Rated 6 leva for each of registration and upu letter rates; ar fee paid
on form. Forwarded to Kourfali (a different spelling of Kurfalli, in Silivri distict). I have not been able to locate Kazaçi.



AR in the Balkans

F
or the purposes of this mini-exhibit (and it is quite mini-), we are treating only Balkan states
during their periods of independence (or autonomy). Thus, regions of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire that eventually became part of a Balkan state are considered in the Austrian section. As

quickly become evident, material is sparse.

• Serbia Portions of Serbia were under Ottoman rule, off and on, until 1826, when it became largely
autonomous; by 1867, it was independent. It was conquered by the Central Powers in 1915, but was
liberated in 1918. In 1918, it annexed Montenegro, and later in the year, it formed the Kingdom of the
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes (shs).

In 1929, the country's name was changed to Yugoslavia. In 1941, it was invaded by the Axis powers,
and divided among them, with a small portion being run as a German puppet state. Eventually, the
communist partisans under Tito took over in a bloodbath. After Tito died, Jugoslavia disintegrated,
and the story becomes too byzantine to give here.

• Montenegro Under Ottoman rule until the late 17th century; then Montenegro was a theocracy
until it became a (secular) principality (that is, ruled by a prince) in 1852. In 1905, it became a kingdom.
In 1918, it became part of shs (see Serbia), which later became Yugoslavia. After Yugoslavia fell apart,
Montenegro eventually regained its independence.

Montenegro is the most interesting of the Balkans' countries in terms of postal history, because it
issued lots of ar stamps. Almost all were remaindered, and examples properly used are extremely rare.

• Albania From the mid-fifteenth century to 1912, it was under Ottoman rule. It was independent
1912–39, the captured by Italy, and subsequently made a Nazi protectorate. After the war, communist
autocrat Enver Hoxha took over. In 1991, it became independent again.

• shs & Yugoslavia See the preceding paragraphs.

There really isn't much ar material around. (See also Austria for Bosnia and Croatia)
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AR in Bulgaria: micro-exhibit synopsis

O
ne ar form (Serbia, 1901). No ar covering envelopes One ar card. The highlight is a 1900 Montenegren ar
cover with an ar stamp. There are also covers from shs and Albania; these are followed by a 1939 postcard
from Yugoslavia, sent with ar by an American traitor (Douglas Chandler), and a later cover with an ar

etiquette.



Balkans' AR service
AR forms

Serbia

Returned to Kragouvevatz (Kragujevac) from Vienna, 1901. One of the very few forms to indicate what to do in case the
registered item cannot be delivered.

• 25Para ar fee on the form • form printed 1925 • returned as folded letter sheet (?)



AR covers

Montenegro, post-Vienna, with AR stamp

Cetinje to Gotha (Germany), 1900. Rated 10 Soldi for each of registration and ar, and triple upu at 10 S for the first weight
plus 5 S each additional.

Although Montenegro issued a plethora of ar stamps (for sale to philatelists), very few are seen properly used. The
letters A R appear in the upper corners of the stamp.

Addressed to the publishers of the Alamanach de Gotha (the snob-book for royalty), whose offices were deservedly
destroyed by the Russians in World War ii.



SHS

Kotor (now in Montenegro) to Edmonton (AB), 1923. Red crayon AR Rated 2Dinar for each of registration and ar, and upu
letter rate 3D. Via London and Winnipeg.



Albania

Tirana to Istanbul, triple, 1923.
Both with boxed A.R. hand-
stamp; both rated 105Qindarks,
made up from registration, ar,
and first weight letter rate,
at 25Q each, plus two addi-
tional weights at 15Q each.

The red datestamp is an Is-
tanbul receiver.



Postcard, Yugoslavia
Sent by an American traitor

Postcard, Korcula (Croatia) to Copenhagen, 14 July 1939. Ms AR. Rated 4Dinars registration, 3D ar, and 2D upu postcard.

Douglas Chandler (1889–1976?) was an American journalist glorifying the Nazis before and during the war (known
as America's Lord Haw Haw). He was convicted of treason in 1947 and sentenced to life imprisonment; in 1963, he was
released on condition that he renounce his citizenship and leave the u s. Laurette (referred to in the message) was one
of his daughters, and he is known to have vacationed at Korcula in this period.



AR etiquette, Yugoslavia

Sarajevo toHighlandPark (MI), airmail, 1950. EtiquettesAR&Express (special delivery). Rated41Dinars: 7Dregistration,
5.5D ar, and 5D surface, leaving 23.5D for supplemental airmail and special delivery. Stamps overprinted FNR.
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